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Abstract
This paper presents a new decoder algorithm for the double space–time transmit diversity (DSTTD) system. The decoder is
based on the QRD-M algorithm, which performs a breadth-first search of possible solutions tree. The search is simplified by
skipping unlikely candidates, and it is stopped when no promising candidates are left. Furthermore, the search is divided into
three concurrent iterations, making possible a fast, parallel implementation either in hardware or software. After presenting an
analysis of the capacity and diversity of DSTTD, we present performance results showing that the proposed decoder is capable
of achieving near maximum likelihood performance. We also show that the proposed algorithm exhibits lower computational
complexity than other existing maximum likelihood detectors.
Keywords Space–time codes · Double space–time transmit diversity · Maximum-likelihood detection · QRD-M algorithm
1 Introduction
It is known that, when transmitting and receiving over
multiple antennas, the rich-scattering wireless channel has
enormous capacity [1]. Furthermore, this capacity can be
exploited to obtain increased data rates, or an increase in
reliability; a tradeoff between these two properties can also
be achieved [2].
Over the past two decades, techniques known as space–
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space–time codes focus on spatial multiplexing gain; inde-
pendent symbols are transmitted over different antennas
at each channel use, increasing the data rate, but also the
interference at the receiver. The Bell Labs layered space–
time (V-BLAST) architecture [3] is an example. Space–time
block codes (STBC), such as the Alamouti scheme [4]
and other orthogonal designs [5], aim to provide transmit-
ter diversity; crucially, this is achieved without requiring
channel knowledge at the transmit side. General space–
time frameworks have also been proposed, which enable
the design of codes that provide a mix of spatial multi-
plexing and diversity gain. One example is linear disper-
sion codes [6], which use the maximization of the mutual
information between transmitter and receiver as a design
criterion.
Hybrid space–time codes present a simple way to achieve
both spatial multiplexing and transmit diversity gain [7–10].
These codes operate in layers, like V-BLAST; however, at
least some of the layers consist of a set of antennas trans-
mitting an STBC code. In this paper, we focus on the double
space–time transmit diversity (DSTTD) scheme [11], which
consists of two layers, each of which is an Alamouti STBC.
This architecture provides an increase in data rate, as the
two layers transmit in parallel, while still offering the trans-
mit diversity advantage of each underlying Alamouti code.
DSTTD has been adopted by the IEEE 802.11n [12] and
802.16e [13] WLAN standards.
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The practical feasibility of a space–time code depends
on the complexity of the decoder. The maximum-likelihood
(ML) decoder is optimum, but its complexity increases expo-
nentially with the constellation size and the number of
antennas. On the other hand, the DSTTD code is a linear
dispersion code and, as such, can be decoded using the same
low-complexity, ordered decision feedback algorithm devel-
oped forV-BLAST [10,14]; however, its performance is quite
suboptimal. A number of detectors have been proposed, with
less complexity thanMLbut better performance than ordered
decision feedback equalizers. Some of these algorithms were
designed for V-BLAST [15,16]. Others are general near-ML
algorithms, such as the sphere decoder [17]. All of them can
be easily adapted to DSTTD.
Recently, tree-search algorithms have been applied to
STBC decoding [18]; these have enabled near-ML decod-
ing performance with reduced complexity compared to the
sphere decoder [8,19–22]. Good results have been obtained
with decoders based on the M-algorithm combined with the
QR decomposition of the channel matrix. The reduction in
complexity is obtained by reducing the number of distances
calculated [19] and by exploiting the structure of the channel
matrix [23]. These algorithms have been successfully applied
to different STBC architectures, including DSTTD [24,25].
In this paper, we propose a new decoding algorithm for
DSTTD that achieves near-ML performance and exhibits
lower complexity than other known decoders. The new algo-
rithm builds on ideas presented in the past. Like the decoders
inspired by [23], we exploit the structure of the QR decom-
position of the channel matrix to simplify the ML problem.
We perform a tree search similar to that of [19] and [22], with
an improved search order that allows the decoder to find the
optimumsolution in fewer iterations. Furthermore, the size of
the search performed by the proposed decoder can be easily
constrained to impose a maximum limit to the complexity, in
many cases with negligible impact on its error performance.
Finally,we divide the candidate search into three independent
searches that can be executed concurrently, which enables a
fast hardware implementation.
The algorithm, as presented, is adapted to work exclu-
sively in the detection of DSTTD. However, with a slight
modification it can also detect a two-layer hybrid code where
the second layer consists of a spatial antenna (for a total of
three transmitter antennas) [26].
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present
an analysis of the DSTTD space–time code and show that its
capacity is just slightly below that of the underlying MIMO
channel. In Sect. 3, we present an overview of existing decod-
ing algorithms for DSTTD. In Sect. 4 we make a detailed
presentation of the proposed algorithm. Simulation results,
including error rates and complexity, as well as a comparison
with other algorithms, are presented in Sect. 5. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Sect. 6.
Table 1 DSTTD space–time mapping
Time Antenna 1 Antenna 2 Antenna 3 Antenna 4
T s1 s2 s3 s4
T + 1 s∗2 −s∗1 s∗4 −s∗3
2 The double space–time transmit diversity
linear dispersion code
A space–time block code (STBC) is a mapping from a vector
of ns information-bearing symbols si , i = 1, 2, . . . , ns , to a
nt ×T space–time code matrix S, that specifies how symbols
are spread over nt antennas and T time intervals. The double
space–time transmit diversity (DSTTD) linear space–time
block code transmits ns = 4 complex symbols over T = 2
symbol intervals and nt = 4 transmit antennas [11]. The




(Re (sn) An + jIm (sn) Bn) , (1)
where the dispersion matrices A1, . . . , A4 and B1, . . . , B4





































































Note that, sincewe assume that the transmitter has no channel
knowledge, this code allocates the same average power to
each transmitter antenna and each symbol. TheDSTTD time-
space mapping is summarized in Table 1.
We assume a rich-scattering, Rayleigh wireless channel
with flat and slow fading, where the channel between trans-
mitter antenna j and receiver antenna i can be modeled as
a complex Gaussian gain hi j ∼ C(0, 1) of zero mean and
variance 0.5 per dimension. This gain remains constant for
several symbol intervals, after which it changes to a new
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Fig. 1 Block diagram representation of a DSTTD system
independent realization. The overall channel can be mod-
eled as a random matrix H of size nr × nt . The receiver is
assumed to have perfect channel state information, obtained
using techniques such as those described in [27].
Further assumptions are that all the antennas transmit
information symbols from the same M-QAM constellation,
that the receiver is perfectly synchronized to the transmitter,
that each receiver antenna is also subject to additive white
Gaussian noise of zeromean andpower spectral density N0/2
per dimension.Ablockdiagramof aDSTTDsystem is shown
in Fig. 1.
2.1 Analysis of DSTTD: mutual information and
diversity order
The DSTTD code is equivalent to two “stacked” Alamouti
2×1 codes. EachAlamouti code can be interpreted as a sepa-
rate layer in a spatial multiplexing code; as such, it belongs to
the category of hybrid space–time codes [10]. Hybrid codes
are ad-hoc combinations of layered space–time codes, which
may potentially achieve maximum spatial multiplexing gain,
and (quasi) orthogonal codes, which achieve maximum
diversity gain. These codes are interesting because, under
certain conditions, they offer larger diversity gain than spa-
tial multiplexing codes, and larger transmission rates than
orthogonal codes. In this sense, hybrid codes’ diversity gain
and rate can be designed to lie on intermediate points of
the diversity-multiplexing trade-off curve described in [2].
At the same time, their structure allows for low complexity
decoding (see e.g. [26]).
In the rest of this section we describe some properties
of the DSTTD code, with the aim of showing that it offers
a diversity-multiplexing trade-off that is close to optimal.
Receiver algorithms are studied in subsequent sections.
Note that the DSTTD code has rate R = ns/T = 2. It is
not orthogonal, since SSH = ∑ |sn|2I. In contrast, a 2 × 1
Alamouti code has rate R = 1 and is orthogonal.
We now calculate the mutual information of DSTTD. The
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DSTTD MI
2 × 1 Alamouti
Fig. 2 Capacity of a 4 × 2 MIMO channel compared to the mutual
information of DSTTD. SNR = P/(σ 2nt ), where P is total radiated
power, nt is the number of transmitter antennas, and σ 2 is the noise
power per receiver antenna.The information rate ismeasuredby channel
use; DSTTD uses the channel two times per STBC symbol
where EH(·) is the expectation overH andHH is the Hermi-
tian conjugate of H.
Themutual informationM(H)ofDSTTDcanbe expressed
in terms of the channel matrix H and the linear dispersion
matrices. Let
Fa = [vec(HA1) · · · vec(HAns )]
Fb = [vec(HB1) · · · vec(HBns )]
F = [Fa Fb].














where the factor 1/4 normalizes for two channel uses.
The capacity of a 4×2 channel is compared to the mutual
information of DSTTD in Fig. 2. It can be seen that, for a
signal to noise ratio of around 15dB, the mutual information
is around 1dB below the capacity. The difference between
them increases for larger SNR, but it can be concluded that
DSTTD achieves a large fraction of the channel capacity.
Regarding the diversity gain of DSTTD, it can be calcu-
lated as follows. Let S andW be two different code matrices,
and let D = S − W. The diversity gain of DSTTD is equal
to the rank of D times the number of receiver antennas. The
difference matrix D is equal to
S − W =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
s1 − w1 s′2 − w′2
s2 − w2 −s′1 − w′1
s2 − w3 s′4 − w′4
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and its rank is equal to 2. The diversity gain of the code is
then equal to 4. This is double that of the Alamouti 2 × 1
code.
2.2 System equation
The received signal can be represented as a matrix Y of size
nr × T given by
Y = HS + N, (5)
whereN is a matrix of noise samples. Following the conven-
tional analysis for STBC, we can vectorize the expression
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Note that the 4 × 2 DSTTD system is equivalent to a 4 × 1
system where the channel matrix has a specific structure.
By defining Ha as the channel matrix in Eq. 6, and s =
[s1 s2 s3 s4]T, we can write the system’s equation as
y = Has + n. (7)
The system equationwith this redefined channelmatrix plays
an important role in the development of receiver algorithms
described in the next section.
3 Decoding algorithms for DSTTD
In the previous section we showed that the DSTTD space–
time code has the potential for large spatial multiplexing and
diversity gains compared to the underlying Alamouti 2 × 1
layers. In this section, we present several decoding algo-
rithms that are tailored to the DSTTD code. First, we present
the optimalmaximum-likelihood decoder. Then, we describe
several sub-optimal decoders that have low complexity, mak-
ing them attractive for hardware or software implementation.
The algorithms presented below all follow three common
steps: first, the systemequations are rewritten to obtain amore
convenient system representation; second, the QR decom-
position of the channel matrix is calculated, and finally the
actual decoding is performed. The structure of the matrix R
is exploited to reduce the number of operations performed.
3.1 Maximum likelihood decoder
Assume that the vector y is received over two symbol periods
as described in Eq. (7). The maximum-likelihood detection
of the transmitted symbol s is given by
ŝ = argmin
x∈4
||y − Hax||2 (8)
where  is the signal constellation and 4 is the set of all
possible transmitted vectors. We may exploit the structure of
the channel matrix to simplify this problem. Let Ha = QR
be theQRdecomposition ofHa , whereQ is an unitarymatrix
and R is upper triangular. Then, if we multiply the received
vector y by QH, we obtain the modified vector
ỹ = QHy
= Rs + ñ. (9)
The statistical properties of the noise don’t change, because
Q is unitary. The structure of the channel matrix Ha results




R11 0 R13 R14
0 R11 −R∗14 R∗13
0 0 R33 0
0 0 0 R33
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (10)






where D2i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are given by:
D21 = |ỹ1 − R11x1 − R13x3 − R14x4|2
D22 = |ỹ2 − R11x2 + R∗14x3 − R∗13x4|2
D23 = |ỹ3 − R33x3|2
D24 = |ỹ4 − R33x4|2.
(12)
In general, a brute-force approach to solving Eq. (11)
requires the calculation and comparison of ||4 metrics.
However, careful analysis of Eq. (12) reveals that only ||2
metric calculations are needed. The reason is that fixing the
values of x3 and x4 allows estimation of x1 and x2; thismeans
that iteration over other values of x1 and x2 is not necessary
[19,25]. The complete process required by the ML detector
is summarized in Algorithm (1). In this algorithm, we denote
the i-th symbol in the constellation by(i), andQ[·] denotes
a hard decision on a symbol.
This complexity reduction is intuitively satisfactory; the
orthogonality of each of the underlying layers results in
123
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a simplified detection problem. However, as it could be
expected, the fact that the code is not truly orthogonal results
in off-diagonal elements in R that do not allow the extreme
decoding simplicity of orthogonal codes.
Algorithm 1 Maximum likelihood detection
Input: R, ỹ, 
Output: Optimum ŝ
1: Let D = ∞
2: for i = 1 to || do
3: Let x3 = (i)
4: for j = 1 to || do
5: Let x4 = ( j)










8: Calculate D2T =
∑4
i=1 D2i using Eq. (12).
9: if D2T < D then





3.2 OSIC detector using sorted QR decomposition
The ordered, successive interference cancellation (OSIC)
detector, coupled with the sorted QR decomposition, results
in a very low-complexity but sub-optimal detector. The
sorted QR decomposition calculates a triangular matrix R,
a unitary matrix Q and a permutation vector p, such that
Hp = QR, where Hp is the channel matrix Ha with its
columns reordered according to p.
The reordering of the channel matrix results in matrix R
with rows are ordered from higher to lower signal-to-noise
ratio [15]. Then, symbols are estimated in sequence, from
lower stream to higher stream; in each layer, the interference
from previously-estimated symbols is subtracted. Assuming
that all previous decisions are correct, the interference of
previous symbols can be perfectly canceled at each step. For
DSTTD, the OSIC detector calculates the symbol estimates
























Finally, the estimate ŝ is obtained by reordering x̂ according
to the permutation vector p. A similar algorithm, also based
on reordering the channel matrix according to the norm of
its columns, is presented in [14].
3.3 Near-ML detector based on improved OSIC
algorithm
The OSIC detection algorithm for DSTTD scheme has very
low complexity, but sequential instead of joint detection
means that, in many cases, the optimum symbol vector is dis-
carded during the vector nulling process. In [19] an efficient
scheme based on OSIC detection was proposed to improve
upon its error-rate performance by finding better starting
points for further searches. In particular, it defines the met-
ric D2θ = f (D21, D22) + D23 + D24, and explores vectors that
were discarded by the OSIC detector but may have, in fact, a
better metric. The function f may be chosen among max(),
min() and a weighted average; each one has slightly different
performance and complexity properties. In general, though,
this detector achieves a significant reduction in complex-
ity compared to optimal ML algorithms such as the sphere
decoder, because in practice few additional candidate vectors
are examined, but the search usually includes the optimum
solution.
3.4 Decoders based on theM-algorithm
The ML solution to Eq. (11) may be expressed as a search in
a tree. Symbol s4 sits at the root of the tree, and it branches
to each possible value of s3, and so on successively to s1.
Each branch is assigned a distance metric, and the symbols
with smallest overall distance are selected as the optimum
solution [28].
TheM-algorithm is a breadth-first, sorted tree search algo-
rithm that may be adapted for MIMO detection [16,18]. The
algorithm reduces the search complexity by storing only the
best M branches at a time. Small values for M result in
low complexity, but quite sub-optimal performance; as M
increases, the complexity also increases but the algorithm’s
performance gets closer to the ML decoder.
This algorithm has been adapted to the DSTTD code [24].
The main idea is to choose the best M candidates in the esti-
mation of the symbols ŝ3 and ŝ4; then, the search for ŝ2 and ŝ1
is limited to M2 candidates. This results in a marked reduc-
tion in complexity without a large sacrifice in optimality. The
decoding process is presented in Algorithm (2).
3.5 The LCmaximum likelihood detector
A quasi-orthogonal space–time block code (QSTBC) is one
for which the codematrix product SSH has a small number of
off-diagonal elements. In general, this results in a maximum-
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Algorithm 2 DSTTD decoding based on the QRD-M algo-
rithm
Input: R, M , , ỹ
Output: Symbol estimate ŝ
1: Calculate and sort the metrics |ỹ4 − R33x4|2, for all pos-
sible values of x4 ∈ . Store the values of x4 producing
the best M metrics in X4.
2: Calculate and sort the metrics |ỹ3 − R33x3|2, for all pos-
sible values of x3 ∈ . Store the values of x3 producing
the best M metrics in X3.
3: Let q = 1 and D = ∞.
4: for i = 1 to M do
5: Let x3 = X3(i)
6: for j = 1 to M do
7: Let x4 = X4(i)










10: Calculate D2T =
∑4
i=1 D2i using Eq. (12).
11: if D2T < D then





likelihood decoder with much more complexity than that
of an OSTBC; however, in some cases, low-complexity
decoders can be found. Consider the QSTBC code specified




s1 −s∗2 s3 −s∗4
s2 s∗1 s4 s∗3
s3 −s∗4 s1 −s∗2
s4 s∗3 s2 s∗1
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (14)
Assuming nR = 1, the QR decomposition of the equivalent





R11 0 R13 0
0 R11 0 R13
0 0 R33 0
0 0 0 R33
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (15)
In [23], a very low-complexity decoder with near ML per-
formance was proposed. This decoder selects the estimated








i=1 D2i and the D2i are given by:
D21 = |ỹ1 − R11x1 − R13x3|2
D22 = |ỹ2 − R11x2 − R13x4|2
D23 = |ỹ3 − R33x3|2
D24 = |ỹ4 − R33x4|2.
(17)
The decoding algorithm has two interesting complexity-
reducing properties. One is that the detection of s1 and s3
can be done concurrently with that of s2 and s4, since these
two detection steps are completely independent. The second
is that the symbols x ∈  are sorted in a specific way so that
not all of them need to be tested using Eq. (16).
Note the similarity of the matrix R in Eq. (15) with the
corresponding DSTTDmatrix in Eq. (10); likewise, compare
the DSTTD decoding metrics in Eq. (12) and the LC-ML
decoding procedure in Eq. (17). This would suggest that
the strategies presented in [23] might also be applicable to
DSTTD decoding. This is explored in the next section.
4 Proposed near-ML decoding algorithm
In this section, we present a new decoding algorithm for
DSTTD. The aim of the decoder is to find the optimum
solution to the maximum likelihood equation (11), using the
distances calculated in Eq. (12). Consider a breadth-first, tree
searchdecoder that operates by executing the following steps:
1. Sort the elements of  in order of increasing distance
D23 and store them in vector x3. Repeat for distance D
2
4,
storing the result in x4.
2. Using x̂3 = x3[1] and x̂4 = x4[1], find symbols x̂1, x̂2 ∈
 that minimize D21 and D
2






3. Iterate over all remaining elements of x3 and x4. For each
pair x̂3 ∈ x3, x̂4 ∈ x4, find the pair x̂1 and x̂2 that mini-
mizes D2T .
4. Return the symbols that produce the smallest total dis-
tance.
Note that this procedure can be improved in several ways.
First, the iteration in step 3 does not need to be over all sym-
bols in x3 and x4. Since the symbols are ordered in order of
increasing distance, the likelihood of a pair of symbols x̂3,
x̂4 being in the optimal solution decreases as the algorithm
progresses. This suggests that some pairs of symbols may
be skipped, and that the search can be stopped early, accord-
ing to some criterion, resulting in a significant reduction in
complexity. The criterion should maximize the probability
of the optimum solution being included in the search, while
minimizing the number of symbol pairs examined.
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Note, aswell, that the iteration in step 3 can be divided into
a number of independent, concurrent iterations. This means
that the decoder is amenable to fast implementations, either
in hardware or in software, using multiple processors. While
execution in a single processor requires a roughly similar
amount of memory as other proposed decoders, concurrent
execution of the algorithm may involve a small memory
usage penalty, because each process requires its own local
metric storage.
The proposed algorithm builds on the decoders described
in Sect. 3, which were first presented in [19], [23] and [24].
The decoder in [23] is designed for an ABBA code, which
is similar to DSTTD but requires T = 4. In [19], a pool
of candidate symbols is examined per iteration, whereas our
proposal examines only one. In addition, [19] requires fine-
tuning of a distance weighting function; no such adjustments
are required in our proposal. Finally, the algorithm proposed
in [24] has fixed complexity, and does not employ any heuris-
tics for stopping the search early.
We present a more detailed description of the proposed
algorithm in the next sub-sections; we also propose specific
criteria for skipping symbols and for stopping the search.
For clarity, we have divided the algorithm into three different
stages: pre-processing, parallel candidate search, and post-
processing.
4.1 Pre-processing
It can be seen in Eq. (12) that the SNR of x̂3 and x̂4 depends
on R33. Since a correct initial estimate of these two symbols
reduces the search complexity, their SNR should be maxi-
mized. This is accomplished by re-ordering the columns of
the channel matrix as described in Algorithm (3). Note that
the column re-ordering does not affect the structure of matrix
R.
Algorithm 3 Pre-processing algorithm
Input: Channel matrix Ha
Output: Re-ordered channel matrix, Boolean flag reverse
1: Let reverse := false
2: if ||Ha[:, 3]||2 < ||Ha[:, 1]||2 then
3: Let reverse:= true




This is the main portion of the algorithm, where candidate
solutions are explored. It is divided into two parts. The first
part, presented in Algorithm (4), calculates required quanti-
ties andobtains an initial estimate.The following conventions
are used:
1. Variables in bold represent either vectors (lowercase) or
matrices (uppercase).  is a vector whose elements are
the constellation symbols.
2. Arithmetic on vectors is performed element by element.
3. Vector indexing is indicated using square brackets.
4. The function findmin(x) returns a tuple of the smallest
element in vector x and its corresponding index.
5. The function sortperm(x) returns a vector of indices to
the elements of x in increasing order.
6. The instruction “break” exits all nested loops.
Algorithm 4 Candidate search – Initialization
Input: (Possibly re-ordered) channel matrix Ha , received
vector y, constellation vector , search limiter Nc.
Output: (Possibly re-ordered) estimate vector ŝ.
1: Let Q, R be the QR decomposition of Ha
2: Let v = QHy
3: Let r1x = R11
4: Let r3x = R33
5: Let d = ||v[3] − r3x||2
6: Let i3 = sortperm(d)
7: Let x3 = [i3]
8: Let d3 = d[i3]
9: Let x̂3 = x3[1]
10: Let d3 = d3[1]
11: Let d = ||v[4] − r3x||2
12: Let i4 = sortperm(d)
13: Let x4 = [i4]
14: Let d4 = d[i4]
15: Let x̂4 = x4[1]
16: Let d4 = d4[1]
17: [d1, i1] = findmin(||v[1] − r1x − R13 x̂3 − R14 x̂4||2)
18: Let x̂1 = [i1]
19: [d2, i2] = findmin(||v[2] − r1x + R∗14 x̂3 − R∗13 x̂4||2)
20: Let x̂2 = [i2]
21: Let d = d1 + d2 + d3 + d4.
22: Let dm1 = dm2 = dm3 = d.
The initialization process is very similar to the OSIC
decoder: the initial symbol estimates are those that individu-
ally minimize the metrics D2i in Eq. (11). After initialization,
the estimate is refined in three iterative processes than can
run concurrently. Each iteration examines a different subset
of the available candidates, as defined in Table 2. The pur-
pose of this partition is to share work as equally as possible
between the three iterations, while allowing each iteration
to examine its assigned symbols from most to least promis-
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Table 2 Index ordering of the three search iterations. Nc is a user-
supplied parameter to constrain the search size
Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3
x3 x4 x3 x4 x3 x4
2 1 1 2 2 2



















Nc 1 1 Nc Nc Nc


























Nc Nc − 1 Nc − 1 Nc
ing. Furthermore, note that the search size is constrained by
parameter Nc. If Nc = ||, then the search can occur over
the entire symbol set.
Iteration 1 is described in detail inAlgorithm (5).Note that
the other two iterations are identical except for the different
indexing order. Each iteration produces a symbol estimate
ŝi with distance dmi , for i = 1, 2, 3. Symbol pairs x̂3 and
x̂4 whose distances D23 and D
2
4 are not better than previous
ones are skipped, as specified in line 9. Furthermore, the
search is stopped early if the condition in lines 9 and 19 are
both met. This is the main reason for the algorithm’s reduced
complexity.
4.3 Post-processing
After all three iterations have finished, the estimate ŝi with
least distance di , i = 1, 2, 3 is selected. If the Boolean flag
reverse is true, then elements 1 and 2 of ŝ are swapped with
elements 3 and 4. This concludes the decoding process.
5 Simulation results and analysis
To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed detector, we
compare the bit error rate and complexity of several different
detectors for DSTTD with 4 × 2 (4 transmit and 2 receive
antennas). We present results with QPSK and 32 − QAM
modulation. In all cases, the channel block length was fixed
to L = 2, and simulations were run until 1000 symbol errors
were found. The BER is represented as a function of the
per-bit signal-to-noise ratio Eb/N0.
The detectors used in the comparison are the following.
The OSIC detector (Sect. 3.2, [15] has the worst error rate,
but it is included as the baseline for low complexity. The
DSTTD-adapted QR M-algorithm with M = 2 (Sect. 3.4,
Algorithm 5 Candidate search – Iteration
1: skip := false
2: for n = 1 : Nc do
3: Let x̂4 = x4[n]
4: Let d4 = d4[n]
5: for m = (n + 1) : Nc do
6: Let x̂3 = x3[m]
7: Let d3 = d3[m]
8: Let d34 = d3 + d4
9: if d34 < dm1 then
10: Let [d1, i1] = findmin(||v[1] − r1x − R13 x̂3 −
R14 x̂4||2)
11: Let x̂1 = [i1]
12: Let [d2, i2] = findmin(||v[2] − r1x + R∗14 x̂3 −
R∗13 x̂4||2)
13: Let x̂2 = [i2]
14: Let d = d1 + d2 + d34
15: if d < dm1 then
16: Let dm1 = d
17: Let ŝ1 = [x̂1, x̂2, x̂3, x̂4]
18: end if



















Fig. 3 Bit error rate performance of severalDSTTDdecoders compared
to the proposed algorithm, using QPSK
[24] is also included. Next is the near-ML, improved OSIC
detector described in Sect. 3.3 [19]; we have chosen the met-
ric function f () to be equal to max(), since it offers the best
error performance (with a slight computational complexity
increase). Finally, for QPSK, we include the brute-force ML
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Fig. 4 Bit error rate performance of severalDSTTDdecoders compared
to the proposed algorithm, using 32-QAM































Fig. 5 Decoding complexity of existing DSTTD tree-search decoders
compared to the proposed algorithm, using QPSK
detector (Algorithm 1) to bracket the optimum error perfor-
mance.
In Figs. 3 and 4, we compare the BER performance of
our proposal to that of the detectors listed above, for QPSK
and 32-QAM modulations. It can be seen that both our
proposed algorithm and the improved OSIC detector essen-
tially achieve the optimum error performance. For QPSK,
the M-algorithm detector is approximately 1dB worse at
BER = 10−3 and it diverges for increasing SNR; the OSIC
detector is 4dB worse at the same point. A similar margin
exists for 32-QAM.
In Figs. 5 and 6, we compare the computational complex-
ity of the different detectors. This complexity is measured
in terms of the average number of x̂3, x̂4 pairs examined per






























Fig. 6 Decoding complexity of existing DSTTD tree-search decoders
compared to the proposed algorithm, using 32-QAM
each decoded space–time symbol. In particular, for the pro-
posed algorithm this is equivalent to averaging how many
times lines 10–18 of Algorithm (5) are executed in the
decoding of a single space–time symbol. This complexity
measure is useful because the improved OSIC detector, the
M-algorithm and the proposed algorithm perform a similar
number of arithmetic and logic operations when examining
a candidate pair. Note that since Algorithm (4) is always exe-
cuted, the minimum number of examined pairs is one.
It can be seen that the proposed algorithm shows signifi-
cantly reduced complexity compared to the improved OSIC
detector, at essentially the same BER performance. The dif-
ference between the algorithms increases as the constellation
order increases. It is interesting to note that, for 32-QAM, the
complexity of the improved OSIC detector does not always
decrease smoothly with increasing SNR. We attribute this
behavior to a large variance in the number of examined pairs
at low SNR. The proposed algorithm does not seem to exhibit
this variance and its complexity is more easily predictable.
One feature of the proposed algorithm is that the number
of examinedpairs can be limited by the parameter Nc; this can
be seen in lines 2 and 5 in Algorithm (5). Limiting the search
like this has the effect of reducing the detector’s complexity,
at the cost of possibly omitting the optimum solution from
the search. In Figs. 7 and 8, we show the bit error rate for
Nc = 2, 3, 4 in the case of QPSK, and Nc = 4, 6, 8, 32 for
32-QAM. In Figs. 9 and 10, we present the complexity for
different values of Nc (recall that Nc ≤ ||).
For QPSKmodulation, limiting the search size has a mea-
surable effect in the bit error rate. For low SNR, setting
Nc = 2 or Nc = 3 results in a reduction in complexity; how-
ever, for high SNR, the complexity in all three cases is very
similar and converges to the OSIC complexity. This result is
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Fig. 7 Bit error rate performance of the proposed algorithm when the
search size Nc is constrained to different values, using QPSK













Fig. 8 Bit error rate performance of the proposed algorithm when the
search size Nc is constrained to different values, using 32-QAM
interesting, because it implies that, for high SNR, the algo-
rithm initialization phase almost always finds the optimum
solution; however, in some cases, it needs to consider further
candidates to reach the ML performance.
For 32-QAM, results indicate that setting Nc = 8 is
enough to achieve ML performance. We again see that, as
SNR increases, the complexity tends to 1, albeit more slowly
than for QPSK.
6 Conclusions
We have presented a receiver algorithm for the DSTTD
hybrid space–time code with near-optimal bit error rate and
substantially less complexity than other, existing near-ML





























Fig. 9 Complexity of the proposed algorithm when the search size Nc
is constrained to different values, using QPSK






























Fig. 10 Complexity of the proposed algorithmwhen the search size Nc
is constrained to different values, using 32-QAM
decoders. The presented decoder is an adaptation of the
QRD-M tree search algorithm. After an initial estimate, three
concurrent iterations search the tree of candidates and store
the solution with least metric. The low complexity results
from the decoder skipping over candidates that do not meet a
specified criterion, aswell as the search being stopped as soon
as no promising candidates are left. The concurrent nature of
the three iterations suggests the algorithm can be executed
on multiple processors, increasing its operating speed.
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